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Through The Valley Of The
Rerouting the Appalachian Trail near Palmerton will let hikers behold spectacular views - and speaks to the success of a Superfund cleanup.

A Lehigh Valley section of the Appalachian Trail is moving to its original location after many years
The summer home of Doris and Don Fisher, founders of The Gap clothing brand, is for sale in Atherton, California, in Silcon Valley near San Francisco, for $100 million.

Take a walk through home of The Gap founders. Summer retreat for sale for $100M
The Valley of Fear is the least-known of the four Sherlock Holmes novels, and I’m not sure why that is. It was written late, first appearing in 1914, but it’s a good mystery. Like most ...

The Valley of Fear
This story has been updated to reflect that the Milk Carton Kids concert scheduled for Sept. 29 at Gateway City Arts has been postponed until April 3, 2022.Editor’s note: With the return of live ...

The beat goes on: A look at Valley music through September
It looks like the hottest place on Earth got pummeled by a snow storm before winter has even begun. A photo of Death Valley National Park covered in a white dusting left some people puzzled. “Is ...

Snow in the hottest place on Earth? Photo of Death Valley covered in white puzzles some
The 1800s will come alive in Jermyn as you take a tour through our history and vision. A walking tour of the borough will be held at 2 p.m. Sept. 19. The free tour starts at the Methodist church ...

Views of the Valley: Taking a step back in history
11, the Tunnel to Towers Foundation "Never Forget Walk" made its way through Long Valley as part of its route. Washington Township Mayor Matt Murello greeted Frank Siller - the organization's ...

Tunnel To Towers 9/11 Walk Passes Through Long Valley
The current forecast from the National Hurricane Center brings the center of the storm through the Tennessee Valley late Monday night into Tuesday night after a Louisiana landfall. The main concerns ...

Tracking Hurricane Ida, impacts on the Valley
Wind gusts over 20 miles per hour will linger through the evening and overnight hours with lows in the upper 60s. Wednesday will start off mostly cloudy with wrap-around rain showers tapering off by ...

Ida moves through the Tennessee Valley; Share your damage, impact photos
Last Saturday, religious leaders, a school superintendent, public officials and village residents gathered at the 9/11 memorial in Arthur J. Hendrickson Park to remember the nearly 3,000 people who ...

Village of Valley Stream honors the victims and their families at 9/11 ceremony
Then to add more to the trip, the Rogue River was shut down to fishing the day before we arrived due to excessive heat and low water conditions. So, no steelhead fishing this trip. We decided to try ...

Fishing Report: Waters are reopening after wildfires, the season continues through the fall
NJ Advance Media’s boys soccer reporters will highlight the top players from around the state with our Players of the Week selections. We’ll pick a field player and goalkeeper in each conference, ...

Players of the Week in all 15 boys soccer conferences, Sept. 17
Sunny skies are now expected through Friday following flooding, power outages and other challenges from the weather. (Shutterstock) LONG VALLEY, NJ — After Tropical Storm Henri was downgraded to ...

Weather Clears After Henri Churns Through Long Valley
Rain clouds hover over Henderson at the 215 Beltway and Green Valley Parkway on Tuesday, Aug. 31, 2021. By Casey Harrison (contact) Tuesday, Aug. 31, 2021 | 6:35 p.m. Rain and strong winds were ...

Strong winds, rain whip through Las Vegas Valley
Lance Chimka, director of economic development for Allegheny County, called the deal an historic moment for a long strategic piece of the Mon Valley as the board voted through the measure with no ...

Allegheny County picks RIDC as developer for Carrie Furnace site in the Mon Valley
“They saw what I went through, and didn’t want that to happen to them.” As of late August 2021, 54% of Wisconsinites have received at least one dose of the COVID-19 vaccine. In the Fox ...

'Don't go through what I went through': Valley COVID-19 survivor encourages vaccinations
At the Shell station just outside of town, workers said Wednesday night that customers wiped them out of milk in anticipation of the remnants of Tropical Storm Fred coming through. We saw dark ...

Storms move through Lehigh Valley
DAYTON, Ohio (WDTN) – A Flash Flood Watch will be in effect in parts of the Miami Valley Monday. Butler, Clinton and Warren counties will be under a Flash Flood Watch from noon Monday through ...

Showers, thunderstorms move through Miami Valley Monday
This year's fair, which runs from Aug. 27 through Sept. 5, marks the 99th annual fair held at the fairgrounds. The Champlain Valley Fair serves as one of the summer's crowning events.

The Champlain Valley Fair is back! Enjoy these events and more.
Wayne Valley has been knocking on the door for a while. This could be the year to break through. Sinram likes her options off the bench and notes that the team fitness level has gotten better.
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